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PRODUCTS FRO\l COS\lIC-R,\Y IXTERACTIOYS
IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL \lA’~TER: JVIIA’I’ TIIEY TELL (TS

A130UT RADI:fTION BACKGROI:XDS IN SP;fCE*

Robert C. Reedy
I,IM A]amos National Laboratory, l,OS .Alarnos, X\l 87545

ABSTRACT

The nuclides and the heavy-nuclei “tracks” made by the interactions of
solar and galactlc cosmic-ray particles with meteorites, lunar samples, and the
Earth have been extensively studied, simulated, and modelled. Ylost research
involves the use of these cosmogonic products to study the history of the “tar-
gets” or of the cosmic rays. However, much work has also been done in un-
derstanding these interactions and in predicting their rates as a fu~iction of the
target’s size and shape and of the location inside the target. These studies ap-
ply to any object exposed to cosmic rays, The fluxes as a function of depth for
cosmic-ray primary and secondary particles vary greatly with particle energy
and type. The variations of the fluxes of these cosmic rays ;n the past have
been studied. Energetic solar particles are unpredictable and arc the greatest
potential radiation hazard in space.

INT1{(.)L)U(;TIOP4

A wide variety of “cosmogonic” products from cosmic-ray interactions
have been measured in lunar samples and meteorites. These products include
radiation damage tracks (produced in certain minerals by nuclei with Z ~ 20)
and rare nuclides t},at arc made by spallation or neutron-capture reactions. *’2
They arc usually us I+ to study the history of the “target” (such ,as the time
period tt, at it was ox,wxmd t.n cosmic-ray particles), but they often have been
Ilsed to determine the fluxes ilfld composition of cmmic-ray particles in the
p?st. ”z These products can also be used to investigate the nature of cosrnic-
ray interactions with rniltt,er in space, complcrncnting studies of t!~c interactions
of high-energy particlu with rnatt.cr [ione at accelerators:! or with theoretical
rnodcls.’-ti l}roducts made hy both the high-energy (---<;cV) galactic cosmic
rays an/i the energetic (- 1 ioo” S4CV) particles crnittcd from the Sun have been
~’xtcnsiv(,ly studied in mcteorit,rs ano lunnr sarnplwr.1’2 Stu(iim of cosmopynic
p:(jliucts in natural t’xtratcrrmtriid mat. tcr can usually be directly applied to
spw (’craft and ot,hcr ilrtifi(:iill rtlat(!riills iri space, wrpmially far from the Earth.



backgrounds in space, it won’t be discussed any further herr. The nature of
the galactic and solar cosmic rays and their interactions Ivill be discussed in
detail. The galactic cosmic rays have fairly low fluxes s=3 cm ‘z s-1 and high
energies (- Ge\”) whereas the particles emitted by solar flares have high fluxes
(up to - 106 cm ‘2 s-1 at the peak of an event and a long-term average flux
of-100 cm–2 s ‘1) with fairly low energies (mostly -1--100 \leV).’2’”’5’9’10 A
summary of the energies, mean fluxes, and interaction depths in solid (density
-3 g cm-3) matter of the GCR and SCR particles is given in Table I.

GCR fluxes are fairly constant, with solar acti~:ity being the dominant
source of variation. The lowest and highest GCR fluxes are during periods of the
1l-year solar cycle with the mmcimum and minimum solar activity, respectively.4
Higher fluxes of GCR (by factors of a few times) are present in the local interstel-
lar space beyond the ileliosphere and could be present in the inner solar system
during proloriged periods of unusually low solar activity, such as occurred dur-
ing 1645–1715 (the Maunder minimum). “4 While heavy nuclei in the GCR are
mainly stop by ionization energy losses in the outer few centimeters Lefore they
can react, most GCR protons and a particles react and produce a cascade of
secondary particles, including many pions and neutrons. These secondary par-
ticles, especially the penetrating neutrons, indLced all types of nuclear reactions
down to depths of meters in large objects exposed to GCR particles.s

SCR fluxes vary from essentially nothing for most of the time to - 106
cm-z S-l at the peak of the 4 August 1972 flare. observations 01 cw nt-
integrated solar particlv fluxes over the I&t three solar cycles (lw34-i!186)
have been summarizcci.””o From 1?3!56to 1’386, there have been = 116 events
with total event-averaged omnidirectional flutmccs above 10 LMeVof > 10f pro-
tons cm-z s ‘,10 Average fluxes of solar protons over periods of - 104 to 5
x 106 years have been determined from measurements of radionuclides in lunar
samplesl and are w1OO protons cm “2 s“”’. Almo~t all SCR nuclei heavier than
!Jrotons and most solar protons are sto ped by ionwation energy losses in the
outer -().1 1 cm of rnattor in space. ” !? ‘rhc few reactions indliced by SCR
particles are low -vncrgy ones tllilt emitted few secondaries and produce residual
nuclei close in maw to that of the target nucleus,
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Table 1, Energies, mean fluxes, and intcrartidll depths
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PRODUCTS FRONI COSNIIC-R.iY INTERACTIOXS

There are two major types of cosmic-ray products that can be detected
in extraterrestrial matter as having resulted from cosmic-ray interactions: rare
nuclei and “tracks. ” The cosmogonic nuclei that can readily be identified as
having been produced by cosmic-ray-induced reactions are radionuclides (like
10Be) and the minor isotopes of the noble gas (like ~1Xe) that are normally not
present in matter. 1‘2 GCR particles can produce almost any nucleus lighter in
mass than the target, s and ihe types of reactions vary from high-energy spal-
lation reactions, such as 56Fe(p,X) 1°Be (where X can be any of a grea~ variety
of nucleon and particle combinations) to low-energy reactions induced by low-
energy secondary neutrons, such as 24?dg(n,a)21Ne. The low-energy protons
and Q particles in the SCR mainly induce reactions that produce residual nuclei
close in mass to the target, s’g such as 2aSi(p,n2p) 26i~1 and 56Fe(a,11)5g LNi.

The paths traveled in certain crystalline dielectric phases (e.g., certain
minerals like olivine and pyroxene) by individual cosmic-ray r,uclei with Z z
20 near the end of their ranges contain enough radiation damage that they can
be etched by chemicals and made visible as tracks.1 1211* The heavy cosmic-ray
nuclei that produce tracks are usually classified as the VII (very heavy) group
(20 < Z <28, although mainly iron nuclei) and the VVII group (Z ~ 30), with
the ratio of VH to WH nuclei being s500-700,

The products from the interactions of cosmic-ray particles and their sec-
ondary particle have been measured in extraterrestrial matter with a wide dis-
tribution of sizes, ranging from small pieces of cosmic dust to meteorites (which
typically have preatmospheric radii of z5-50 cm) to lunar samples. Secondary
particles made by the interaction of the primary GCR particles are usually
important in producing cosmogonic nuclides: in the Moon there are about 7
neutrons produced per primary GCR particles In the Moorr and most mete-
orites, nuclear reactions induced by secondary particles are more probable than
thost! from the primary GCR particles.

The [distributions of cosmogonic products in meteorites and lunar samp!cs
often have been studied, These mctuiurcments imply a build up of the fluxes
of secondary particles from (;CR interactions for some distance inside these
objects, the amount of build up being dependent on the energies necessary to
in(iucc nuclear reactions.s’o only for high+ ncrgy (E L 1 (%V) particicw or for

2 bodiwt me thorc dccrcsms in flux neariar~e (radii Treater than -300 g cm )

the center of a mctwritxo’; The largest incrcamx in the fiuxm of cosmic-ray par-
ticles are fmr neutrons, with the amount of the increa.w tending to bc inversely
proportional to the neutron’s energy. I[igh-mcrgy (II;n L 100 McV) neutrons
have vmy Iittlc incrmsw with drpth near the s~lrfacc of nn rxtratcrrcstrial ob-
j(’ct while thcrnml (Itn & )1 e\’ neutrons tend to incrmw by Iargc factors Away
from the surfmccs of large (radii L 100 g cm 2, ot)jects,7’8 Most cosr~logcr~ic
neutrons arc made with cncrgics of -M(:V, ii[~d it is (Iiflicult to slow them to
tbcrrnal mcrgics by’ scattering unless the ot)jvct is t)i~ (radii greater thnrt -7fi
g c rn “‘) and/Or th,c hydrogen content of the objrct is high.7*8 In such objects

the flux of Iow-mcrgy nmtrons i~ very low ncnr the surfmc brcausc of neutron



leakage into space, 718 Simi]ar distributions t]f thermal neutrons will occur in
large spacecraft, especially those with much hydrogen-containing material,

While the energetic GCR primary protons and a particles and their sec-
ondary particles are very penetrating in matter and have fluxes that vary slowly
with the object’s size or a sample’s location, heavy nuclei (Z ~ 20) and solar
energetic particle: have flux-versus-depth profiles that vary considerably with
depth. The heavy nuclei are rapidly stopped by ionization energy losses within
- 10 cm for GCR energies and - 1 mm for the heavy nuclei from the Sun.1’11
The relatively low-energy protons from solar-flare events also are also rapidly
stopped in extraterrestrial matter, usually within less than 1 cm.51g

The production rates of tracks and of several radionuclides made by a
variety of nuclear reactions are shown as a function of depth in the lMoon in F!g.
1. This figure illustrates the great spread in production profiles that exists for
various cosmogonic products in matter exposed to cosmic-ray particles in space.
VH nuclei in the cosmic rays only penetrate millimeters (for SCR) to centimeters
(for GCR) in solid matter exposed in space before they are stopped. Similarly,
protons and CYparticles emitted by solar flares are mainly stopped within a
centimeter or so, although the fluxes of SCR particles vary considerably with
time. The profile for ‘GCO and for the top -1 cm of 26A] in Fig. 1 resuit from
solar-proton reactions in the iMoon. Iligh-energy primary and secondary GCR
particles, such as those that make 10Be, show mainly a decrease with depth. The
secondary particles, especially neutrons, made by the cascade induced in matter
by the high-energy protons and a particies in the GCR can be important meters
deep in solid bodies in space. Medium-energy (En * 10-50 MeV) neutrons
contribute significantly to the production of 3gAr and 26A1, and their production
profiles show increase:l to depths of -5-50 cm in the Moon. Neutron-capture
produced O°Co has the greatest increase in a large object and }las the deepest
peak rate,’!c usually at depths of -50-100 cm,

TEM!)(. )RAL VARIATIONS IN COSNIIC RAY FLUXE.

Cosmogonic products have allowed us to determine the nature {Ii the cos-
mic rays in the p,ast. Several radionuciidcs with }Ia]f-iivqs of the or,ler of a
mi!lion years have shown that the average fluxes of cosmic rays over lhe last
10~ years are not very dif~ercnt than the contemporary fluxes, The main vari-
ations seen for GCI1.-producmi nuclidcs, production rate changes of fi factor of
=2, have been due te the modulation of (3CR particles by solar activity, mainly
the 1l-year solar cycle ,’4 During the Maunder minirnurn, GCR production rates
increased relative to those (iur]ng a typical solar minimum,

iMuch larger fluctuations have been wcn in the fluxes of cncrgctic protons
from the Sun over time periods up to a fcw million years. i “1’hc irltcnsitics of
y,,ar~ ~::t;clm ‘solar .. In individual solar flare cvw~ts has only hecn studied for %3(I

., The similarity of l(~llK-lf~rtrl-averaged solar-proton fluxes with those
obmrvcd now implies that Ilugc solal .(*nerg(!tic-l) articlc events, lilrgcr tharl those
of 23 IJchr~;ary lg!ifi and 4 At]gust 1!)72, iir~ rare. 1’1” These and several other
Iiirgc solar-particlo events since 1!)!36had, for cncrgics nbovc 10 McV, omnidirec-
tional fluxm at their pcnks of - 10(J protmns cm 2 s 1 and flucncm inh’grated
over the fcw (ifiys of the vvcnt of (W101’) protons cm ‘,~]1‘() ‘[’he proi)iti)il itim
of rVClltS with illtcKr.ltefl f!ucil~c!i mUch ili)ovo = 101’: protons cr~] 2 Cilrl IIOt
1)0 prwiictmi })llt ill)\ )C;iI to 1)(! filiriy i{nv.*(’ AS even rv(’nts wit}i i)(’ak fiuxcs



of - 10G protons cm–2 s–l (which usually occur a few times per 1l-year solar
cycle) can cause significant radiation ctamage, spacecraft that will be in space
away from the shelter of the Earth’s magnetic ~elds for long periods of time will
probably have a good chance of encountering such high particle fluxes.

The concentration-versus-depth profiles of cosmogonic products measured
in lunar samples and meteorites can be used to help to estimate the fluxes
of heavy cosmic-ray nuclei, Cnergetic primary and secondary GCR particles,
thermal neutrons, and sol~r energetic particles in any matter in space as a
function of location and the object’s size. These measured concentrations of
cosmogonic products and their distributions also can be used to test computer
codes that model the interactions of cosmic-ray particles with spacecraft and
instruments in space. The Sun controls the variations in the intensities of GCR
particles, with the major fluctuation (by a factor of =2) being over the 1l-year
solar cycle. Energetic solar particles are very episodic, although they seldom
occur during the few years around solar mini.m~m. The probabilities for the
occurrence of very large fluxes of solar particles (peak fluxes above 10 MeV of
>106 protons cm–2 S– 1 or event-integrated fluences >1010 protons cm-2) can
not be well predicted, although the long-term record in lunar samples suggests
that such huge flare-particle events are very rare.
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Fig. 1. Production rates for heavy (VH) nuclei tracks and various radionuclides
as a function of depth in the Moon (density = 3.4 g cm–3). The shaded region
for tracks of VH nuclei reflects the uncertainties in the average fluxes of the
low-energy VH nuclei in the SCR.l Peeper than -+0.1 cm, VH nuclei in the
GCR dominate. The units for the production of 60Co are atoms per minute per

7’8 the other radioactivities are in units of atoms per minute pergram of cobalt;
kilogram of sample .5 (The decay rates assume that the radionuclide’s activity is
in equilibrium with its production rate. ) At depths of <1 cm? SCR production
of nuclides usually dominates and appears as a steeply dropping curve (56C0
and 26A1). Production of ]‘Be mainly by high-energy GCR particles results in
a profile with very little increase with depth, whereas production by low-energy
secondary GCR neutrons results in big incre~es (3gAr and 60Co).
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